Abstract. Studies on human visual perception are described. The visual perception is mathematically modelled as a probabilistic process obtaining and interpreting visual information from an environment. By means of this model some other vision related concepts, such as visual attention and visual openness, are also mathematically defined. The theoretical considerations are implemented in three applications, namely scene description by perception, visual openness measurement for design, and perceptual robotics.
Introduction
In design, perception is an important topic, as vision is the major source of information in our comprehension of the environment. Design processes involve virtual reality and virtual agents. Therefore the problem arises how to give human vision to a virtual agent, which plays an important role in the design process we are engaged in. This task directs us to investigate the explicit understanding of perception. Hence, two main goals are pursued in this research. The first one is explicit definition of human perception in mathematical terms. The second one is to equip a virtual agent with such perception abilities. Undoubtedly perceptual virtual agents have a correspondence in robotics, which is known as perceptual robotics [2, 3] . Modeling the human vision process in terms of perception is a step in order to effectively and efficiently integrate environmental information into machine-based systems.
Due to the diversity of existing approaches related to visual perception, which emerged in different scientific domains, we provide a comprehensive introduction to be explicit as to both, the objectives, and the contribution of the present research.
Perception is a deeply involved concept. This is indicated by its relation with a fundamental philosophical question, namely whether the reality is independent of human mind [21] . If one takes the position of mind- * Corresponding author.
dependence, perception becomes ill-defined. This is the main reason perception is not clearly defined and there is no firm consensus about what it is, as this is elaborated below.
When we take a mind-independent position modelling the human perception is challenging, mainly because it involves not only the eye but also the brain. When we say that we perceived something, the meaning is that we can recall relevant properties of it. What we cannot remember, we cannot claim we perceived, although we may suspect that corresponding image information was on our retina. In this sense the perception definition used in the present research differs from other works, where perception is considered similar to distance estimation [36, 53] , or the image processing definition [7, 8, 31, 37] of reconstructing a 3-dimensional scene from 2-dimensional image information.
With this basic understanding it is important to note that the act of perceiving has a characteristic, that is uncertainty: it is a common phenomenon that we overlook items in our environment, although they are visible to us, i.e., they are within our visual scope, and there is a possibility for their perception.
This everyday experience has never been exactly explained due to the complexity of the brain processes, which are essentially unknown.
Brain researchers trace visual signals as they are processed in the brain. Although a number of achievements are reported in the literature [16, 23, 25, 26, 44, 51, 52] , due to complexity there is no consensus about the exact role of brain regions, sub-regions and individual nerve-cells in vision, and how they should be modeled. This is because there is enough modality of the brain to accommodate all the research without unification. The difficulty of the task is increased by the involvement of attentional mechanisms in perception, which are driven by diverse conditional interests of the human being. Identification and pin-pointing of these influences on the visual processing in the brain is formidable due to the intimate relation between attention and vision. Therefore, the relation between environmental stimulus and the mental event of perception remains unknown.
In the computer vision community attempts were made to model the human perception process starting with a 2-dimensional image, which is definitively stored in a memory [8, 31] . In these approaches perception is considered to be the reconstruction of a 3-dimensional representation of a scene from a 2-dimensional one, which is achieved by a number of image processing algorithms. However, such reconstruction does not model the characteristic uncertainty of human perception. It is not obvious how some of the retinal image data does not yield the perception of the corresponding objects in our environment. Instead of addressing this fundamental problem of perception, by taking a 2-dimensional image as a starting point for modeling perception, the problem is shifted to a virtual perception situation, where the environment is 2-dimensional as opposed to reality, where it is 3-dimensional.
The justification for the image as a starting point presumably lies in the strategy to model the perception process as a sequence of events, with the retinal image acquisition as initial event. However, modeling the sequence of brain processes, that treat the retinal image by means of algorithmic counterparts, is a formidable endeavor. This holds true even when advanced computational methods are applied for modeling of the individual brain-components' behavior, as in [4, 40] for example. This is due to the complexity of the brain processes mentioned above. The attempt is similar to modeling the result of a coin-toss experiment by modeling all of the interaction events the coin undergoes during the procedure in sequence. The ample complexity of the physical process defies reliable outcome of such a deterministic approach.
Since the processing of the retinal stimulus in the brain is highly complex, despite existing work on the functionality of the retina [19] , it remains unknown, how a retinal stimulus maps to perception in the human mind. Although there is work on human visual perception related to vision augmentation and man-machine vision [18] , where a neuroscience model of vision in the perceptual domain of the brain is proposed, no explicit mechanism of perception is given. This is due to complexity concerning the threshold between physical and mental domain.
In modeling the human vision the involved brain process components as well as their interactions should be known with certainty if a deterministic approach, like the image processing approach, is to be successful. This is currently not the case. Well-known observations of visual effects, such as depth from stereo disparity [28, 39] , Gelb effect [12] , Mach bands [22] , gestalt principles [17, 50] , etc., reveal components of the vision process, that may be algorithmically mimicked. However, it is unclear how they interact in human vision to yield the mental act of perception. In particular it remains mysterious, how the combination of the modeled components results in the characteristic uncertainty of perception, which is commonly observed. It may be noteworthy to mention that optical illusions are conditional events, which almost never occur in our everyday experience; whereas the uncertainty of perception is familiar and occurs practically always in our daily life, yet it may remain unnoticed.
In the domain of virtual reality (VR) perception models can be found [24] . In this approach the visual acuity of the human eye as well as the minimum eye resolution are simulated to model visual perception. Positions in the environment, which are located within a limited central region of the visual scope, are considered to be "perceived", while objects located outside this region are "not perceived". It may be noteworthy to mention that the human ability to attend different regions within the visual scope, focus, rotate the eyes, or even to rotate the head, make it difficult to justify singling out one particular gaze-line in the view as the basis for a human perception model. Next to that, the approach ignores the common phenomenon that we overlook items in our visual scope, even when they are located within a limited central aperture in our visual scope, although such overlooking may be unlikely to occur.
In the area of scene synthesis of the computer graphics a number of methods are proposed to model photographic image formation [15, 29, 48, 54] . Such methods include probabilistic ray tracing algorithms. With respect to visual perception, however, such methods are unable to serve as models, since the human perception not only involves image acquisition on the retina, but notably brain processing of retinal data. The essential question remains unanswered, namely how is it possible that light, which is received on the retina does not yield perception of the corresponding objects, from which the light is emitted or reflected.
The psychology community established the probable "overlooking" of visible information experimentally [32, 41] , where it has been shown that people regularly miss information present in images. For the explanation of the phenomenon the concept of visual attention is used, which is a well-known concept in cognitive sciences [5, 11, 20, 27, 38, 41, 46, 47, 55] . Treisman analyzed the time people need to fulfill a number of different visual tasks, when looking at images [46] . Based of the results of the experiments concepts termed feature maps and object file are introduced [45] , which are used to explain three observed properties of visual attention; namely, the attention is used to integrate various features of environmental items, it can be directed to differently sized regions in the visual scope, and location of related items is a relevant property. Such qualifications are helpful to understand the concept of attention. However, it remains unclear what attention exactly is, and how it can be modeled quantitatively.
The works on attention mentioned above start their investigation at a level, where basic visual comprehension of a scene must have already occurred. For example, in [55] eye saccades are examined showing that people focus more frequently on certain items in a picture than on other items, like the head of a person, and the frequency and focus position are dependent on a given task. However, it is not obvious that such observations indicate anything about the early human perception, where an observer gathers information about where relevant targets located in the view. An observer can execute his/her bias or preference for certain information within the visual scope only when he/she has already a perception about the scene, as to where potentially relevant items exist in the visible environment. This early phase, where we build an overview/initial comprehension of the environment is referred to as early vision in the literature, which is omitted in the works on attention mentioned above.
Early vision was specifically addressed in another work [1] . In that work a 7-dimensional variable, termed plenoptic function, is proposed as the fundamental element in human vision, which represents properties of the light entering the retina of an observer. However, establishing this variable does not help to understand perception, since the fundamental question, how environmental stimuli yield mental realization of corresponding items remains unaddressed.
While the early perception process is unknown, identification of attention in perception, that is due to a task specific bias, is limited. This means, without knowledge of the initial stage of perception its influence on later stages is uncertain, so that the later stages are not uniquely or precisely modeled and the attention concept is ill-defined.
Since attention is ill-defined, ensuing perception is naturally also merely ill-defined. Some examples of definitions on perception are "Perception refers to the way in which we interpret the information gathered and processed by the senses," [30] and "Visual perception is the process of acquiring knowledge about environmental objects and events by extracting information from the light they emit or reflect," [34] . Philosophers also offered a number of verbal definitions on perception and related concepts, for example, see [21, 42, 43] . Such verbal definitions above are helpful to understand what perception is about; however they do not hint how to tackle the perception beyond qualitative inspirations. Although we all know what perception is apparently, there is no unified, commonly accepted definition of it.
As a summary of the previous part we note that visual perception and related concepts have not been exactly defined until now. Therefore, the perception phenomenon is not explained in detail and the perception has never been quantified, so that the introduction of human-like visual perception to machine-based system remains as a soft issue.
In the present paper a newly developed theory of perception is introduced. In this theory visual perception is put on a firm mathematical foundation. This is accomplished by means of the well-established probability theory. The work concentrates on the early stage of the human vision process, where an observer builds up an unbiased understanding of the environment, without involvement of task-specific bias. In this sense it is an underlying fundamental work, which may serve as basis for modeling later stages of perception, which may involve task specific bias. The probabilistic theory can be seen as a unifying theory as it unifies synergistic visual processes of human, including physiological and neurological ones, as well as philosophical aspects of vision. Interestingly this is achieved without recourse to neuroscience and biology. It thereby bridges from the environmental stimulus to its mental realization. At this point we do not elaborate our definition of attention and perception, since this will be established naturally as result of the vision model, which is described in the next section.
Through the novel theory twofold gain is obtained. Firstly, the perception and related phenomena are understood in greater detail, and reflections about them are substantiated. Secondly, the theory can be effectively introduced into advanced implementations since perception can be quantified. It is foreseen that modeling human visual perception can be a significant step as the topic of perception is a place of common interest that is shared among a number of research domains, including cybernetics, brain research, virtual reality computer graphics, design and robotics [13] . Robot navigation is one of the major fields of study in autonomous robotics [6, 33, 49] . In the present work, the human-like vision process is considered. This is a new approach in this domain, since the result is an autonomously moving robot with human-like navigation to some extent. Next to autonomous robotics, this belongs to an emerging robotics technology, which is known as perceptual robotics [2, 3] . From the human-like behaviour viewpoint, perceptual robotics is fellow counterpart of emotional robotics, which is found in a number of applications in practice [10] . Due to its merits, the perceptual robotics can also have various applications in practice.
Other main application areas of perceptual robotics can be categorised into two parts as reality and virtual reality. In the real-life, autonomous robot movement with obstacle avoidance is a big challenge. Perceptual robotics can easily address this issue with major improvements along this line. For instance, by measuring the distance to obstacles directly in real-time instead of using different localization algorithms in a static environment. In the virtual reality, perceptual robotics can be important means of perception-based estimations for accuracy and precision, like distance estimation, for instance. These are demanded features in game industry, flight simulation, as well as consistent spatial design quality assessment in architectural design.
From the introduction above, it should be emphasized that, the research presented here is about to demystify the concepts of perception and attention as to vision from their verbal description to a scientific formulation. Due to the complexity of the issue, so far such formulation is never achieved. This is accomplished by not dealing explicitly with the complexities of brain processes or neuroscience theories, about which more is unknown than known, but incorporating them into perception via probability. We derive a vision model, which is based on common human vision experience explaining the causal relationship between vision and perception at the very beginning of our vision process. Due to this very reason, the presented vision model precedes all above referenced works in the sense that, they can eventually be coupled to the output of the present model. The novel theory introduced here is based on the axiom, which is presented in the following section, and this is enough to explain a number of perception related phenomena that we commonly experience as result of our vision process. In this way the integrity of the theoretical results are verified by means of the practical implications.
It is noteworthy to mention that in the brain models referenced above, all models are different due to the different focus of attention that refer to uncountable number of modalities in the brain and therefore they are inconclusive as to understanding of a particular brain process like perception and attention on a common ground. As a state of the art, they try to form a firm clue for perception and attention beyond their verbal accounts.
The organisation of this work is as follows. Section two describes the theoretical visual perception model development. Section three deals with the implementation of the perception model via a virtual agent. Section four describes the implementations both in architectural design and autonomous robotics, which is followed by conclusions.
Perception model development

Basic probabilistic vision model
Vision is our essential source of information while we interact with environment. Based on vision, many derivative concepts of vision can be defined, such as visual perception, visual attention, visual privacy, and so on. However, since the concepts, which have been derived from the vision process, are only verbally described up till now, the definition of these concepts does not have precise consensus in literature, although they roughly coincide in essence. Having noticed that, this work endeavors to establish a mathematical vision model, so that the ensuing concepts of vision derivatives are mathematically defined. As result of this it is foreseen that several elusive concepts like visual perception and visual attention are no longer elusive but subject to quantification and computation. By doing so several vision-related concepts can be effectively introduced into advanced implementations, like scene description by perception, visual openness measurement for design, or perceptual robotics, having insight into the role of perception in such tasks.
As a complex process, vision involves image acquisition with the eye and interpretations in different regions in the brain. Since this process is formidably complex and details of it are not known, its modeling is difficult when classical, deterministic methods are used. The well-established probability theory is particularly suitable to handle such high complexity and uncertainty. The main principle of modeling by probability theoretic considerations is to absorb complexity and uncertainty into probability. To illustrate this, let us consider a coin-toss experiment as an example. When a coin is tossed it undergoes a large amount of physical interactions with air molecules around, the surface it lands on, etc. Modeling this process is a formidable task if we endeavor to model each of the interaction events. However, if we are interested in modeling the result of the process, and if we can afford to ignore the detailed states of the coin during the process, we can model the situation perfectly by stating, that the probability of the outcome is 0.5 for the event that the coin lands on either side. The meaning is, that when we make a single coin toss, we cannot predict with certainty, which result will appear, however we attach a probability to the possible outcomes, which absorbs the total complexity of the experiment. When we make a large amount of experiments, the model is verified as the ratio of the results approaches to the number assigned as probability.
With respect to human vision, a probabilistic model is most appealing, as it absorbs the complexity of the eye/brain process by the probability theoretic considerations, resulting in a robust match between model outcome and the perception phenomena we commonly experience.
We start with the basics of the perception process using a simple, yet fundamental visual geometry. This is fx(x) 0 x l0 Fig. 2 . Variation of the probability density function of the random variable representing the distance x between eye and a location on the plane shown in Fig. 1 ; upper plot is a sketch; lower is a computed plot with lo = 1.
shown in Fig. 1 . In the figure an observer is facing and viewing a vertical plane from the point denoted by P . By viewing, the observer has chance to receive visual data from all directions within his/her scope with equal probability in the first instance. That is, the observer visually experiences all locations on the plane with uniform probability density as to the angle θ that defines the viewing direction, without any preference for one direction over another. This axiomatic consideration ensures that there is no visual bias at the beginning of perception as to the direction, from which information in the environment may be obtained. In particular, the unbiasedness above is with respect to the direction, and therefore the model concerns the very starting instance of a vision process, before any directional preference for certain information in the environment can be executed, such as in visual search or object recognition, for example. The axiomatic starting point of the theory is based on basic human vision experience and it is not an ad hoc approach trying to explain a certain vision phenomenon. Instead this is a starting point from scratch to arrive at some results through further derivations, which follow. Therefore the justification will follow afterwards.
From above, the axiom entails that the probability is the same for each single differential visual resolution angle dθ. This means that the probability density function (pdf), which belongs to the angle θ is uniformly distributed. This is shown in Fig. 1 , where the scope of vision is taken as θ = ±π/4.
The angle θ is a random variable in the terminology of the probability theory. Since θ is trigonometrically related with each point on the plane, the distances x or z, which are indicated in Fig. 1 , are also random variables.
Assuming the scope of sight is defined by the angle θ = π/4, the pdf f θ is given by
Since θ is a random variable, the distance x in Eq. (1) is also a random variable. The pdf f x (x) of this random variable is computed as follows.
Theorem on the function of random variable [35] : To find f x (x) for a given x we solve the equation
for θ in terms of x. If θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . ., θ n , . . . are all its real roots,
Clearly, the numbers θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . ., θ n , . . . depend on x. If, for a certain x, the equation x = g(θ) has no real roots, then f x (x) = 0.
According the theorem above, Between θ = −π/4 and θ = +π/4,
has two roots, which are equal and given by
Using Eq. (7) in Eq. (5), we obtain
Substituting Eqs (2), (7) and (8) into Eq. (4), we obtain
for the interval
For this interval, the integration below becomes
as it should be as a pdf. The sketch of f x (x) vs x is given in Fig. 2 and its variation for l o = 1 is also given in the same figure. The derivations above and the further derivations below are motivated to arrive at the abstract definition of attention and perception in mathematical terms, as this will naturally appear in the text.
In place of a plane geometry, for a circular geometry, the pdf f x (x) in Eq. (9) takes a uniform distribution, as this is shown in the Appendix. This exemplifies the perception occurring in a different geometry.
It is interesting to note that for the plane geometry in Fig. 1 , the probability density for x is concentrated close to θ ∼ = 0, that is in perpendicular direction to the plane, where f x (x) approaches to infinity. We extend our calculations to derive the pdf along the z direction in Fig. 1 . In this case, proceeding in the same way as before, we write
for the interval −∞ z ∞. For this interval, the integration below becomes
as it should be. For the interval
so that
as one has to expect. The variation of f z (z) is shown in Fig. 1 . This result clearly explains the relative importance of the front view as compared to side views in unbiased human visual experience of the plane. This coincides with our common experience that we perceive/remember better the details of the frontal region of a plane we are facing, compared to the side regions.
In the applications of the perception model, which we deal with in Section 4, f z (z) is approximated by a Gaussian function due to computational convenience. Therefore, the implication of this on the approximation to the exact probability density f x (x) given by Eq. (9) is presented below, beforehand.
From Fig. 1 , we can write
where
From Eq. (19), we write
Substituting z 1,2 from Eq. (21) into Eq. (23) yields
From the function of a random variable theorem
we obtain
which is the modified form of exact f x (x) in Eq. (9) due to approximation of f z (z) in Eq. (17) by a Gaussian Eq. (20) . Both pdfs of f z (z) given by Eq. (9) and given by Eq. (27) are shown together for comparison in Fig. 3 ,
The result of the relative importance of the front view as compared to side views in human vision perception can be explained easily as sketched in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 ,
Noting that for θ 0 = 0, we obtain
Since ∆z 0 ∆z, this clearly shows that the visual resolution is higher for the case with θ 0 relative to the case with θ. This implies that one gets more visual details at the origin as the visual resolution is higher there, and consequently the general shape of pdf f z (z), seen in Fig. 1, i. e., f z (z) is highest. The result in Eq. (30) can be obtained from Eq. (11) by differentiation. Namely,
and by differentiation
is obtained. One should note that, the density functions f x (x) given in Eq. (9) and f z (z) in Eq. (17) are dual representations of the same phenomenon. One can easily pass from one to another as shown in the following demonstration via Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5 , we write
The roots of Eq. (34) are
where only the positive root is valid, since x is always positive.
which is given by Eq. (14).
From attention to perception
Based on the results of the basic theoretical considerations above, some vision related concepts can be terminologically defined in mathematical terms. Namely, vision is the ability to see. All vision-related concepts, such as visual attention, perception, openness and others are the sub-areas of vision. This means, vision is the essential necessity for the further considerations in these sub-areas. The probability density functions derived in the preceding subsection correspond to visual attention, which is a well-known concept in cognitive psychology [5, 11, 20, 27, 32, 38, 41, [45] [46] [47] 55 ], yet never formally defined with consensus. From the derivations above we note that, visual attention refers to a density within an infinitesimally small region, and per unit length or interval. The integration of the probability density functions f x (x) or f z (z) within a finite interval we define as perception, which becomes a probability; namely the probability that an observer obtains information from a region in the environment by vision. Perception is real and physical. Important conclusion is that, it is given by a probability, which means it is a probabilistic event. The definition of attention and perception above may not exactly coincide with those used in the psychological literature, due to vague and verbal definitions in the latter case. However, the mathematical formulations presented above are decisive and they are subject to adoption into diverse fields. The integration of visual attention in a finite small interval where f (x) is approximately constant, gives perception (P ) as
or alternatively in a finite small interval where f (z) is approximately constant, gives perception (P )
so that perception becomes proportional to attention in this case. For the forward direction of viewing the infinite plane where θ ≈ 0, for the interval given in Eq. (16), the perception becomes
where ∆θ is the vision resolution of the human eye. Although in the theoretical development the region over which attention is integrated to form perception can be infinitesimally small, in the practical case the region is restricted by the human eye resolution, which is defined by the differential angle ∆θ in Fig. 4 . The striking results from the above computations, where we derived the probability densities for x and z in the plane case, are in conformity with the common human vision experience as to visual perception. Namely, for this geometry the visual attention and thereby perception is strongest along the axis of the cone of vision, relative to the side directions. This means that details of the front plane have a greater chance to be seen, and hence remembered, than the side parts.
One can easily verify the results above from the probabilistic vision model intuitively by basic vision experience. For instance, in a scene, when one considers only the geometry and not any other aspects like color, comparatively an object with bigger dimensions is more likely to be seen, and therefore perception of this object is high. If there are more than one objects in the scene, since the attention, that is the discrete probability density, would be distributed among these objects, then the final seeing action for these objects will be merely subject to probability, which means subject to perception. The bigger object is more likely to be seen in this case.
Another example is reading action of a text. In order to recognize a letter, or a word, or pairs of words it has to be perceived first. In this process the scene in question becomes restricted to the very area of each letter or word or pairs of words, which means the whole attention is restricted to this area, with the associated probability density. The integral of this probability density within that area is one. The area defines the range of the probabilistic space, where attention is defined. By this, the perception of each letter, or word, or pairs of words becomes almost certain, and consequently reading and comprehension are likely to occur correctly. However, if the letters, or words, or pairs of words are not distinct enough matching the eye resolution, or alternatively Fig. 7 . The vision cone associated with the probability density fz(z); circle of attention and corresponding attention probability density are also indicated.
in a fast reading action, irregularities in reading and comprehension may occur. The reason is that in this case more letters, words, or pairs of words are considered at a time than that involved in the slow reading. This means the probabilistic space may be larger than it should be for recognition, which means there may not be satisfactory attention to each item, thereby lower perception as to each letter or word or pairs of words of the text, we consider. After the perception process symbol recognition process follows [56] .
As the perception presented here involves integration of attention in a particular domain, the perception theory is closely related to gestalt principles. Gestalt theory addresses the phenomenon that an observer experiences a number of elemental visual items as belonging together, so that they form another visual entity, which is referred to as gestalt [50] . With respect to the role of gestalt theory for perception it should be clearly noted that an observer executes grouping based on perception, as introduced here, so that he/she should have mentally realized beforehand the elemental visual items to be grouped. The number of domains and their shapes in a scene to be integrated is subject to probabilistic considerations. In these considerations the elementary probability of a gestalt quality denoted by p can be assessed by means of perception considerations presented here, and further computations can be carried out with underlying probability theory [17] . In this way seamless coupling of the gestalt theory to the perception theory presented here is an interesting relevance.
The vision model presented in this research is by no means a simplistic description of the vision process, although the geometry considered is rather simple. The simplicity is for the sake of the description of the process, and the conclusions from this simple geometry are far-reaching. The basic geometry given in Fig. 1 can be extended to other geometrical cases for more involved perception computations, for example, see [14] .
Perception-based human vision modelling
When we endeavour to implement the perception model elaborated above to a virtual agent in virtual reality or a perceptual vision robot it is important to realize that there is a difference between human perception and robot perception. A human mentally receives information from the environment in a probabilistic way, which is perception as it is defined here, whereas in the case of our virtual reality implementation a robot or agent probes the environment randomly, and the randomness is shaped to fit to the human perception. To accomplish this we model forward vision in 3D-space. For this purpose we use three Gaussian functions, each of which delivers independently a random number for the three orthogonal coordinate axes. These numbers are used as the components of the direction vectors for the vision rays. The randomness mentioned above has to be shaped according to Eq. (17) . This needs some attention to accomplish, and it is noteworthy to give some details of this treatment, which is presented below.
For the sake of simplicity of explanation we restrict the case to two-dimensional space. The problem is to adjust the parameters of the Gaussian functions belonging to each coordinate axis in such a way that the vision is modelled as depicted in Fig. 6 ; that means the intensity of vision rays are within the cone of vision as shown in Fig. 1 , and their distribution in forward direction is Gaussian. Let us select two coordinate axes as x and z, where z is the axis pointing forward direction. Let us designate the angle of the visual scope as 2θ, as shown in Fig. 6 .
From the figure we can write
We assume that, in the Gaussian distribution, the number of rays beyond a certain probability is negligibly small. This probability is indicated as p, which corresponds to x = s x . To restrict the rays within the cone we have to ensure that the z component of the Gaussian distribution has a minimal or larger value all the time within the probability limit designated as s x in the figure. We call this value as bias along the axis z, which is designated as m z = s x + s z in Fig. 6 . For θ = ±π/2, s z = 0 and m z = s x . Further, to restrict the rays within the cone with the angle θ, the bias should have an additional value, which has to be equal to s z given in Eq. (47) . This implies that, the z component of the Gaussian should have a bias given by
for the required θ. The probability p is connected to s x by
From here we obtain
Using this value in Eq. (19) we obtain
One notes that to have a solution in Eq. (51) σ and p must have the condition
to obtain a real value for m z . The parameter p essentially represents the probability after which the Gaussian function, which extends to infinity in both directions, is chopped off to model a solid angle limiting the vision. When p is chosen sufficiently small, so that the inequality
is satisfied, then the vector addition of the stochastic x and z components provides a Gaussian pdf modeling the vision. When p is chosen excessively small the forward direction of vision becomes very much accentuated within the cone. Choosing p so that inequality Eq. (53) is not satisfied then the distribution of rays within the cone is relatively less peaked in the forward direction than the reverse situation mentioned above.
Perception applications
Scene description by perception
The close relationship between attention and perception can be geometrically described to get insight into this intimacy. By means of this, the dependency of perception on distance is demonstrated below. Let us consider the probability density f z (z) in the case of viewing an infinite plane remains constant, which is denoted by c. In this case, from Eq. (17) we can write
which yields
Taking both z and l o as variables Eq. (50) represents a circle. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 , together with the cone of vision of the observer denoted by P . We call this circle as circle of attention.
The inner part of this circle corresponds to the space, where the perception is deemed to be significant and relatively insignificant outside of this circle. Outside of the circle the attention is f z (z) < c. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 via f z (z) , where the heavy shaded area (right) is the perception, which corresponds to the viewed space shown as shaded area within the circle of attention (left). In this figure the distance between the observer and the plane, which is viewed is l o = l a . The same figure with l o = l b is shown in Fig. 9 . Clearly, l a < l b . The viewed spaces in Figs 8 and 9 are approximately equal as this is illustrated in Fig. 10 , where the summation of two light shaded areas is assumed to be approximately equal to the heavy shaded area. 9 . Illustration of the perception of a scene, whose boundary is located at distance lo = l b from the eye; the circle of attention, which is the same as in the situation shown in Fig. 8 (left) , and corresponding computation of visual attention and perception of the scene are also shown (right).
The perceptions p 1 and p 2 respectively in the cases of l o = l a and l o = l b are indicated by the shaded areas in the f z (z) vs z plots. To compare the scenes as to perception p 1 and p 2 are computed as follows. For l o = l a , from Fig. 8 , the integral of attention, as perception, yields Fig. 9 , the integral of attention yields
As an illustrative example, assuming that a = 0.916 R where R is the radius of the circle of attention, l a is computed from Fig. 8 as
so that from Eq. (56) the perception p 1 becomes
Assuming that b = 0.8R, l b is computed from Fig. 9 as
so that from Eq. (57) the perception p 2 becomes
Summarizing the computations, for the geometry in Fig. 8 , the perception is higher relative to the case seen in Fig. 9 . In these illustrations, the geometrical proportions are given by 
The result in Eq. (58) shows that the perception p 1 is about 30% more than p 2 . This perception difference is clearly exemplified in two scenes given in Figs 11 and 12, where each scene corresponds to the same circle of attention shown in Figs 8 and 9 . The probability of getting the visual information present in the scene shown in Fig. 11 is higher than for the scene shown in Fig. 12 . In Fig. 11 , perception given by p 1 is higher compared to p 2, , which means that the details can be better obtained from the scene as compared to Fig. 12 .
In Fig. 11 , the counter is far but it is in the frontal view, therefore it has higher perception. On the other hand, the other objects at the side parts are nearer to the observation point. Therefore they have comparable perception with the frontal objects. The overall result is a balanced view about the scene. In Fig. 12 , the same scene is at greater distance, and therefore perception of it is less compared to Fig. 11 . In Fig. 12 , the side walls purposely restrict the vision of the observer to establish the same minimum attention c, defined in Fig. 7 , for the front wall as that used in Fig. 11 . The side walls normally cannot have any perceptual information including the texture of the walls. However, without a texture it is not possible to represent a wall or to restrict the vision. This is the reason why the side walls are left as plain as possible for minimal perceptual impact.
Visual openness measurement for design
In this application, visual openness perception is considered, which has essential implications on general design process as well as robot movement. The visual openness perception is obtained from visual perception data, which are derived from the distances between observer and environment. That is, the visual openness of a space is perceived in mind with the association of the distances. As a measure of openness we define the mean-perceived-distance l o , which is in mathematical terms, given by
considering Eq. (10). For the visual openness perception measurement we consider the laser beam technology, where the length of each visual ray between human eye and an object in the environment is represented by a laser ray spanning the ray source and the object. This is accomplished in virtual reality by a virtual agent. In this case, the laser source provides rays not in scanning mode but as a random source of rays with certain statistical properties, as described above and illustrated in Fig. 6 . Explicitly the perception computations are used to simulate the human vision and equip the virtual agent with human-like vision. The averaging to obtain the mean-perceived- distance is performed by exponential averaging in realtime on a sample by sample basis. If the time constant of the exponential averaging is kept sufficiently small then the measurement outcome can be used for robot navigation due to minimal latency of the measurement. In the case of a moving robot, it experiences humanlike interaction with the environment for autonomous movement [13] .
For the openness measurement in architectural design a sigmoidal mapping function is used to scale the mean-perceived-distance between zero and one [9] . Such ad hoc approach has certain merits in architectural design due to the soft nature of the design task, and the integration of the openness measurement into design in this way is a valid pragmatic approach. In this context, in place of sigmoidal mapping, some other appropriate function can be considered. Such mappings represent supposedly the brain processes to some extend, and therefore it is a complex issue. To make more robust visual openness measurements, fuzzy logic is appealing, because it absorbs the imprecision involved in the measurement procedure, where the imprecision is due to the involvement of the brain processes that are responsible for the attribution of semantic labels to percepts.
Perceptual robotics
From perceptual robotics viewpoint it may be desirable to equip a robot with human like interpretation of the perceptions for path planning with humanoid behaviour at the same time. The perception computations presented in the previous sections are important to simulate the human vision and equip the virtual agent with this. In this application we consider a vision cone for the robot as seen in Fig. 6 , meaning that we consider the perpendicular infinite plane geometry. By doing so the robot has a main focus to forward direction fitting to its task to move forward without hitting any wall delineating the trajectory. The forward movement is based on the mean-perceived-distance, which is defined earlier as measure of openness.
The perception outcomes from the model are implemented in an avatar-robot in virtual reality. The perceptual approach for autonomous movement in robotics is important in several respects. On one hand, perception is very appropriate in a dynamic environment, where predefined trajectory or trajectory conditions, like oc-casional obstacles or hindrances, are duly taken care of. On the other hand, the approach can better deal with the complexity of environments by processing environmental information selectively. For the verification of the theoretical study done in this work, a trajectory is defined and the same trajectory is estimated from the simulated perception measurements by means of sensor fusion, which involves Kalman filtering and wavelet transform for the multiresolutional representation of the sensory data. The environment delineating the trajectory is defined as a 3-D corridor of 100 units wide in Fig. 13 and the delineation lines are not shown in the figure. The robot is expected to move through that space, and the trajectory is defined as the central line of this space in 2-D. The measurement data, the estimated robot trajectory, and the trajectory itself are in Fig. 13 , however they are not seen due to the scaling made for the sake of showing the total space. Kalman filtering is especially effective due to modelling the measurement noise and the process noise in the estimation process.
Perception data are subjected to decomposition and information fusion and the implementation is carried out by means a virtual agent in a virtual reality environment [13] . The rays stemming from the agent's eye interact with the environment and their lengths are obtained. In reality this length is obtained via laser sensor, for instance. The interaction points with the environment are recorded and the position is identified as the exponentially averaged value of the coordinates. This means there is some delay in the measurements, as delay of perception, depending on the time constant involved in the exponential averaging.
Presently, the experiments have been done with simulated measurement data since the multiresolutional filtering runs in a computationally efficient software platform, which is different than the computer graphics platform of virtual reality.
For the simulated measurement data, first the trajectory of the virtual agent is established by changing the system dynamics from the straight ahead mode to bending mode for a while three sharp bending modes are seen in Fig. 13 , whose start and stop are indicated vaguely by small circles. with the complete trajectory of the perceptual agent. The state variables vector is given by
where ω is the angular rate and it is estimated during the move. When the robot moves in a straight line, the angular rate becomes zero. For explicit illustration of the experimental outcomes the same figure with a different zooming range and the zooming power is given in Fig. 14 for bending mode and 15 for a straight-ahead case. In details, there are three lines plotted in the figures. The black line is the extended Kalman filtering estimation at the highest resolution of the perception measurement data. The cross symbols connected by the green lines represent the measurement data set. The outcome of the multiresolutional fusion process is given with the blue line.
From the experiments it is seen that, the Kalman filtering is effective for estimation of the trajectory from perception measurement. Estimation is improved by the multiresolutional filtering. Estimations are relatively more accurate in the straight-ahead mode.
Conclusions
The visual perception is investigated by means of a probabilistic mathematical model and applied to design and robotics. In design, the visual perception of scenes is quantified, so that they can be consistently compared, and visual openness is measured. The probabilistic model is most appropriate since the human vision system deals with natural images using their statistical properties rather than dealing with each piece of image information in order to be able to cope with the complexity of information. By means of the model, the characteristic aspects of visual perception are substantiated providing insight into the complex visual process; thereby the gap between environmental stimulus and its mental realization is spanned without recourse to the realm of neuroscience.
There are a number of application areas for probabilistic perception modelling. As to this research, the perception is a commonplace of two important diverse research and application areas which are of concern as the motivation in this work. The first application considered in this research is spatial design in architecture. Since the substantial part of information that human receives from the environment is visual, the modelling of vision and implementation on a virtual agent/robot can provide important desirable features to be able to quantify the visual aspects in an architectural design, as this is exemplified in this work. The second application considered in this research concerns the branch of autonomous robotics, where the robot navigation is based on visual perception, so that robot navigation becomes similar to that of human. Among other surmised applications, the research has important implications for robotics in general, including industrial, perceptual and/or intelligent robotics. From the industrial robotics viewpoint, robot-driven transportation is a potential application, for instance. Another important application of common interest is autonomous robotics where the robot moves in an environment without collision by having real-time visual openness perception information during the move without any predefined trajectory. This approach is rather unique as to the novelty of visual openness perception concept presented here for robotics with a realized prototype in virtual reality. Additionally, in the virtual reality, autonomous robotics presumably is an alternative for animation-based indoors or outdoors move that are prescribed in advance, while in the autonomous robotics case it becomes more explorative, as it is not prescribed beforehand.
As the state of the art, the autonomous perceptual robotics is actively engaged to meet the computational challenge of the soft issues of vision/perception [2, 3, 13] . Therefore, the novel probabilistic theory of vision is a major demanded contribution to robotics technology.
As the state of the art, the soft issues of vision in architectural design are dealt with the subjective decisions, without any amenable quantification subject to computations. Therefore, the novel probabilistic theory of vision is a major contribution to architectural design.
The novel probabilistic vision/perception theory is a common place for architecture and robotics technology, where the latter includes engineering technologies at large. The establishment of a firm commonplace for such seemingly distant disciplines is an exemplary interdisciplinary research.
